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Abstraet 
We wish to constmd. a realbmtion theory of stable neural networks and use this theory to 
rnodel the variety of stable dynamics apparent in natural data. Sud1 a theory should have 
numerous applications to constructing specific artificial neural networks with desired dynamic.al 
behavior. The networks used in this theory should have well nnclcrstoocl dynamics 1 yet be as 
diverse as possible to capture natural diversity. 
In t.his a.rticle 1 I describe a parameterized family of higher ordcr 1 gradient---like neural net-
works which have known arbit.rary equilibria \vith unst.a.ble rnanifolds of lmmvn specified dirncn-
sion. Moreover, any system with hyperbolic dynamics is conjugate to one of these systems in 
a neighborhood of the equilibrium points. Prior work on how to synthesize aUractors using 
dynamical systems theory, optirnization, or direct pararnetric. fits to known stab!(-~ systerns, is 
either non--~constructive, lacks generality, or has unspecified attracting equilibria. 
More specifically, \Ve eonstruct a. parameterized fa.rnily of gradient----like neural networks with 
a. sirnple feedba.ek rule which will gcncra.t.c equilibriurn points with a set of unstable rnanifolds 
of specified dimension. Strict Lyapunov functions and nested periodic o1·bits are obtained for 
these systerns <-tnd used as a rnethod of synthesis to generate a. large family of systerns with the 
sa.rnc local dynamics. This work is applied to show how one can interpolate finite sets of data, 
on nested periodic orbits. 
1 Introduction 
In the majority of appliea,tions of ordinary differential eqmttions to neural networks of which this 
author is aware, the goal is to synthesize stable dynamical systmns, often called neural architectures, 
which predict or model certain phenonwna.. Dynamics of elements of these systems arc often 
motiw1ted through analogy to well understood idealized variants of physieal processes liki~ the 
shunting equations of resistor--c<tpa.citor networks or of neurophysiology. The model is judged a 
success when the output of the system fits behavioral or neurophysiological data in a coherent and 
systenmtic fashion, especially when both neurophysiological and behavioral responses are accurately 
predicted by the same model. 
However, tlwse fits are done using either non-linear, or time varying linear systems of differential 
equations, usually because the richness of the chtta do not allow for adequate fits using a linear 
•This work is partially supported by AFOSR (90-·0128) 
model. For such systems, there is no guarantee that a shift of parameters or a change in initial 
data or inputs will produce a model which will fit the modified data in a new parameter range. 
'l'his is because explicit construction of the exact transduction of the model is virtually impossible, 
and numerical simulation of one form or another is essential, given this uncertainty. 
A natural constraint for such a model is that its dynamics be stable. By stability, we me<1n 
that the system bas bounded tmjectories which converge to one of many equilibrium points or 
that the network eventua.lly oscillates in a stable periodic fashion. In general, small minimal 
changes in initial behavior should lead to minimal changes in long-term behavior of this system. 
Such neural networks are generaliza.tions of convergent neural networks called Content Addressable 
Memories or CAMs, which are strictly convergent. Much effort has been devoted in the recent and 
early litemture to showing that architectural candi(h1tes for CAMs were stable (see [15] for early 
ex<1mples). 
More recently, [7], announced in [14], ([14] p. 322), proved that a huge class of neural networks 
can function as stable content addressable memories or CAMs. These Collen-Grossberg networks 
were designed to include additive neural networks, later studied by Hopfield [17], as well as shunting 
neural networks. The shunting rwtworks included eooperative··eompetitive networks, also called 
on--center, off surround feedback networks. ln [7, 14, 17], the coefficients of the negative feedback 
signals between populations were drawn from a symmetric matrix. The restriction raised questions 
regarding how the Cohen Grossberg form for a content addressable memory might be generalized. 
Cohen [:l, 4] showed that if the excitatory on-center was broadmwd to admit positive feedback 
from neighboring populations, then persistent oscillations were possible. However, if the interaetion 
strength 1ll<1trix is symmetric, the Lyapunov methods used by Cohen and Grossberg [7] and later by 
Michel et. al [19, 20] can be applied to show stability. Such systems include most of the convergent 
neural networks discussed in the literature, for example the shunting neural networks mentioned 
above, masking fields [8, 9], additive networks [10, 11, 12, 1:3] , Voltorra.··Lotka. models [18], the 
Bn1in State in a. Box [I J and 1m1ny others, as shown in [16]. 
In this article, I report on new work as part of the genera.! theory of network synthesis initiated 
by [5]. This theory <1ttmnpts the start of a. general theory of fitting noural network to arbitrary 
stable dynamiea.J data .. In [5], a set of general procedures were given to eons\ rue\ convergent neura.l 
networks having a. fixed arbitrary set of equilibria.. 'l'he sa.me techniques wen\ used to synthesize of 
a. large number of distinct periodie orbits. 
New results extlmd these techniques in two directions. First a very simple feedback model 
is used to gmwrate stable dynamics. This model generates many cases which an1 topologically 
distinct from the cases th<1t can be generated by the feedJorward techniques used in the earlillr 
work. Second, a nwtbod is given to interpolate arbitrary dat<1 on n nested periodic orbits. In 
further work, we intend to use this theory to fit known importa.nt <1pplieations. 
2 New Results 
Consider the system 
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This system can be written, 
\vhere, 
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It is convenient to map the set of points [0, a,], i = 1 ... n onto n arbitrary points with fixed first 
coordinate, by the following transformation, 
F(i) = { Xi i = 0 
Xi+ Pi(xo) otherw1se 
where the Pi arc polynomial intcrpo!a,tion functions. We have proved the following theorem, 
Theorem 1 (Convergence Theorem) Let 
di 2 2 - . 1 ~d = -((:co- ao) -a )!l(X)V'G(P- (X)) 
.t 
(7) 
(8) 
where 0 is defined as above and let inequalities {S), (1) and {5) hold. Let A(i) be a smooth 
matrix of fJmctions and write A(i) = B(i) + C(i), where B(i) is symmetric and C(i) is 
skew symmetric. If B(i) is a Riemannian Metric i.e. smooth and positive definite at each point 
/.hen any bounded trajectory converges to an equilibrium point of {8). ff in addition, 
I 
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for each i,j, .. . 1, m and bounded subsets]( of 1:o, then each trajectory of the system. (8) convc1:qes 
to an equilib1·ium point. In other words, if the ratios of the generalized gain functions Bi.i/ B00 , 
C';_;/ B00 arc bmmdcd on bounded subsets of xo, then the system {8) is eonvc1:qent. 
This theorem is proven by Lyapunov methods. The proof is not immediate for a number of reasons. 
First the gradient function bas a singularity at the boundary hlycr so it is not ddhwd over the 
entire phase portrait. l'\nther argunwnt is necessary to deal with the singularity. Although such 
singularities complicate the proofs of convergence thcort~ms, they arc potmrtially wry useful for 
controlling complicated dynamics. They enable the direction of the flow to be abruptly changed 
across the boundary layer where the singularity occurs. Despite the singularity, the flow cmr be 
constructed to be well-defined by multiplic<1tion by a non·-negativc function which is zero at the 
singularity of the gradient. 
Secondly, the Lyapunov function is not proper. That is, lim G is undefined, so further 
JJXJJ~oo 
argument based on tho conditions (9), (10) are rweess<ny to prove convergence. This gradient gives 
a way to synthesize a la.rge family of sta.ble equilibrium points. Moreover the construction, of those 
higher onkr neural networks a.re univers<11 in the sense described below. 
Definition 2 A vector field F' is said to have hyperbolic equilibria if the Jacobian Matrix DP 
of each of its equilibrium points have no generalized eigcnvahws with zero real parts. The index of 
hyperbolic equilibrium point is the dimension of the subspace spanned by the gene1·alized eigenvectors 
whose eigenvalues have positive real part. A system of differential equations is said to have the 
indices ( io, i 1 , ... , in) if the equation has i 0 equilibrium points of index 0, i 1 cq1tilibrium points of 
index 1, ... in equilibrium points of index n. The index of a periodic orbit is the dimension of 
the su1jace of points which converge to the orbit minus one in backward time. For example, its zero 
for an attracting periodic orbit. 
The indices of a vector field with hyperbolic equilibria and convergent dynamics are a topological 
invariant. Any two differentia.] equations with the same equilibria and same indices arc conjugate 
in a neighborhood of the equilibria. This means there is a homeomorphism mapping the orbits of 
one differentia.] equation onto the orbits of the other in a neighborhood of the equilibrium points. 
In the work to be discussed [6], we h;we proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 3 (Universal Index Theorem) Let (m0 , .. . mn) be a set of a differential equation 
with hyperbolic equilibria and convergent dynamics on R". Then there is a system of the form (8) 
whose Morse Indices are (mo, .. . mn)· This system is obtained by fixing the parameters Bi, i = 
l, ... m. For this choice ofB,, defined in (2) any convergent system of the form (8) has the same 
indices as the chosen system ( 8) 
The proof is an induction facilitated by the fact that multiplying a gncclitmt by a positive definite 
quadratic form preserves the index of an equilibrium point. The theorem has been proved for 
the gradient system (8) whert; A is the identity matrix. Indices can be simply cakulated for this 
case because the .Ja.cobian ma.trix is diagonal. It is import<tnt. to note that two systems with the 
same Lyaptmov function can have qm1litatively different dynamics if the gloha.l phase portrait is 
considered. Other restrictions on the matrix A are 1wcessary to produce a. more complete global 
classification. 
We now turn to fitting data on periodic orbits. The problem we wish to treat is interpolating 
finite sets of data 011 "nestc~cl" families of such orbits. We wish to lmve n distinct finite families of 
data, each speeiJic;d to lie on a different distinct orbit in the phase portrait. Assumptions are made 
which f;v:ilit<1te this fit, but which still allow interpolation of large classes of data. sets. 
Assumption 4 (no-self intersections) There arc no selF·intersu:tions in the the projection of 
any of t.he periodic orbits on a fi:ced pair of coordinates. 
Assumption 5 (star-shaped orbits) After a change of origin and scale for the lwo coordinates 
(a, b) and t( a, b) do not lie on the same periodic orbits for t > 0. 
Assumption 6 ( coordinate .. -uniqueness) The remainder of the coordinates on the periodic or-
bit are determined l!y the projection on these two coordinates. 
Under these assumptions we prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 7 There e1:'isls a positive polynomial function H with positive radial derivative which 
assumes lhe same values on each of the datapoinls which lie on the same periodic orbit. These 
polynomial f1mctions can be represented as a sum of sq1wres. 
The proof is not immediate bcc<tuso of the restriction to polynomials with positive radial deriva-
tive. It follows that variants of Lagrange interpolation are not directly applicable. The method of 
proof uses integrals of the Bernstein polynomials used to prove the Stone--Weirstrauss 'fbeorem. 
More efficient ways to do this Jit than via this construction will be discussed. 
4 
Theorem 8 (Generalized Fitting Theorem) Let II be given in the 7, let Pi, i = 1, ... m, be 
polynomial functions which fit the ith coordinate of the data as a function of of the first two co-
ordinates. Let k; be the constant values assumed by these polynomial functions on each of the 
coordinates and assume that k0 = 1 is the smallest one. 
Let 0' = O(Il(x,y)(x,y),x,- PJ, ... ,Xn- Pn) where 0 is defined in (6). Let <Yi = ki + 1 
Let JJ and C be as defined in Theorem 1. Let (m1, ••• mn) be a set of indices consistent with the 
conditions specified by the Universal Index Theorem. Let Pix, Piv, JJ "' and II"' be the x andy partial 
derivatives of Pi and II respectively. Let 'Yi be an arbitrary function which doesn't vanish on the 
curves II = ki, Pi( x, y), i = 1 ... m Then the differential equation 
where 
IIx 
-lly 
(J(X) = 'l' P1xiiv- P1vllx 
Pnxiiy- Pnyllx 
(11) 
( 12) 
either remains at the equilibrium point at the origin, or converges to one of the interpolated pe-
riodic orbits that passes through all the specified data. The index of the set of periodic orbits are 
(m1, .. . 7nn) 
The proof of this theorem uses the techniques of Theorems 1 ,3,8. One observes that 0' is a striet 
Lya.punov function for (11) This observation simplifies the caJeu!a,tion of the index of ea.cl1 periodic 
orbit. 
3 Summary 
In this article I have discussed work extrmding the genera] theory of synthesis begun by [5]. A 
theory was elabomted which generates all the topologieally distinct ty)WS of dyn;11nics possible in 
neighborhoods of all the equilibria. This theory uses higher order neural networks. Strict Lyapunov 
functions arc given in eaeh ease to provide a method of synthesis. 
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